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Dedication
To my two sons:

Ahmad :my lifeboat 
Naim: my best song 
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An Israeli Palestinian love story…

He has noticed.
She’s a broken music box
melody once played by the soldier hiding under  invisibility cloak
Or under a wall built of hatred rocks
Shot her heart as it melted
Under  dying hundred suns of dusk
Or so he thought
He who tried to fix things up
Was left with a clock with hands stuck 
on the second of eyes meeting
With a  momentary touch of cupid luck 
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Never quite left me..

Catching a glimpse of the sun 
Memories  defeat me
You have once been here
Handing me the heavy words out of the sea
Going back where I was only a dead misconception
You faded away in the depth of the night 
Leaving me apparently free
Like the lonely well known Gatsby 
I was taken by 
A faked light house 
enormously 
Killing all the lights
Of what was supposed to be the real me
I ended up in a monastery
And you like dust landing on my old papers
Never quite left me
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Fog…

white pages flirt with her
The effect tend to be toxic
Higher up between their clouds
Where flying is considered philosophic
Fog lurks
Waiting to mask her moral 
change the colors of her soul’s lipstick 
For its quite gothic 
I try to warn her
But the flattering call of the conspiring  pen 
Seems as luscious as a Tropic kind of fruit
Which suits her heart’s temper
How exotic!!
The mixture of the textures 
Leaves me aphonic
Fug has  a pair of blue eyes 
What is it between both ?!
I’m so anomic*
I lost track of the time 
It’s a legend
I admit 
Well, 
I’ll turn her page
I’ll change the topic..

*anomic aphasia
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My lover

I unwrap your sense of unworthiness .
I demand silence 
I dive into the hidden stormy wild climate under the shallow 
spring of your smile 
I Fight the damage of repeated violence 
I summon every magic 
I call all the sorcerers
“Mending him is a bias
Of laws of nature “
They’re simply savage 
And 
I try harder
You grow further 
Ain’t hope like you ?!
Ain’t time who you really are?!
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Someday..

Someday in one May 
We shall meet again 
..and you’ll become my ray ..
Someday in one spring
You will make me sing
And you will finally find me my long lost ring
Someday you will be so close
That time will pause
But now I’ll have to say goodbye..
The sequence of my
Repeated mistakes today  
gave me a descent cause to rest too early from playing the guitar 
And then I was delayed ‘cause of some trouble in my car 
And the traffic was heavier than usual ‘cause of a drunk driver 
who just left the neighborhood’s bar
And there you were standing so near as if years never went by
As if we’re still young 
And as if I wasn’t so far ..
Behind the  bars of your love my soul repeats and says:
Someday  in a beautiful field full of green hay
I’ll pick you some flowers 
I’ll color your life’s bay and
I’ll forget with you whatever resembles the color grey 
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She is…

She is a Collective memory 
Of contradictors of misery
Deleted moments of agony 
And each and every widowed days
Could you hold the heart of your enemy
With a hand of mercy 
She sings with truth’s flute 
Never been accused of a dreadful felony 
Yet committed all of what was
Time is a mystery 
But it belongs to me
She smiles with determination 
Never ever hastes
She dares 
To shush your vibrant agony
And make your joy stays
With a touch of a scent of a demon 
She captures your soul 
And runs to heaven using Waze
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A compassionate sort of book..

The look in her eyes.
while diving into a compassionate sort of book
Creates  secretly thousands  of fairies
Hushed are their prayers..
Soft are their supplications so much like ...
So much similar to those of Mary’s
Blossom for the sake of her, 
Oh will you?! Please do,
Oh daisies 
Oh Words of  love  and a new world in the divine color of berries
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A cureless fatal illness…

When she sent him a dead  umbrella
With a damp stamp
She left a note within its ribs
What an astonishing novella
I got to read in little sips
Surely one with rarely non love handling tips
The late brave one
Tried to overcome the shots of that cureless fatal illness
Alas, summarized Bella
Even the best soldiers lose sometimes
Even the most courageous 
Ships
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A  mere leaf..

She sometimes feels she’s the leaf 
The same one 
That insensible thief 
Left behind
When he carelessly stole
All the charm
From the most beautiful garden’s side
She sometime’s feels she’s the sleeve
The same one 
That ignorant designer threw away
When he decided
That the bride’s dress will be sleeveless 
She sometimes feels she’s the flyer that guide 
Chose not to use
Not to hand 
To all the tourists
In the journey to 
The sky by a kite
She sometimes feels she’s that lecturer left with a very brief 
Time 
To present his only one  remaining life keeping dream
She sometimes feels she’s grief
Itself 
And sometimes 
Just sometimes 
This is the only belief 
That stays 
And overshadows
The other doors’ knobs 
Leading to relief
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My new heroine..
When I’ll finally invent my next novel’s heroine
Her heart would be a deep green piece of  an  emerald
So kind , so brave..
Yet she would not test her limits 
She would know things defined as hazards
She would be rational 
Every step of hers so deeply measured
She would not possibly like gold
Always does as she is told
Despite being  bold 
She would Resist the revolutionary parts of which she beholds 
inside 
So realistic in her essence
Never surprised of the amount of evil this world has delivered 
And How hearts can be cold 
No!! No!! No!!
My heroine would be cut
of hyssop Arabic plant 
A patriotic mountain declared as her mother
And Palestinian land as her father
My heroine 
Will never fear foreigners with strange names like Jerald 
The peace inside her 
Will not stop the storm the enemies fear once they heard its 
howling 
And she would know they already beaten 
Their souls already shivered 
My heroine 
Is the best shelter of every lost homeless refugee 
She is Aisha and Fatima
A True Arabic Muslim Christian beating living stone
As you probably figured 
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The matchmaker

The matchmaker glued together two opposite directions
Miss sun tried so hard to unglue the way
To make a correction
Never managed to do so
Consequently the world continued in the fight against its own 
immune system 
Until the same matchmaker
Was promoted to the rank of the exclusive only undertaker
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Unregistered murder...

Some deeds are not meant to be forgiven 
You can take a life in so many ways
Sometimes you just bias someone’s destiny
By that you commit an unregistered murder in the laws’ 
manual
Yet, it is written somewhere beneath the surface 
So professionally hidden
 You did it Out of Several unexplained motives 
Driven by inner hatred
I assume
In a sense I thought I forgot
But the scar burns everyday
So defeating rage is mostly an impossible unaccomplished 
mission
And though I love you 
I need my space 
So as not to kill you in return
With my stony heart
Specially made by your wrong previous vision 
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Costume of a ballerina 

All she ever wanted Was that costume of a ballerina .
She stood daily out side the gallery 
Continuously Counting the pennies
Left out of her salary
Gambling in Mrs. life’s casino
Was never an option 
Deviance of the herd
So she heard
Was a big ugly mole 
Standing in the face of a casual average home 
One horrible  imperfection
But the ballerina danced and danced twisting 
Her rationality forcing it to leave the mind of La signorina
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The hatter’s pair of eyes..

While drowning into  the hatter’s colorful pair of  eyes 
Alice was hypnotized 
Wonderland never felt so close to home 
Belonging sense she always missed was magical harmonic  blue 
and round 
All lost music she always needed to improvise 
Was found 
 the perfect word of what she felt was love
 if the poet in me would wish to concise
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Seeing you today ..

Seeing you today.
Reminded me of my failure
Of becoming a good sailor 
I couldn’t lock back then 
Our train’s trailer 
In the face 
Of our jailer 
The storm made me so indifferent to our separation 
What went with you really ?!
My soul probably
My old genuinely original me
Change distorted all my cells since then
Would you make me a favor
When the time comes
Please be a good Messenger 
Make the delivery with love and  with silent prayer
I wish I knew....
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Your words…

Your words are like the music of the violin
I try to capture them with a pen 
But I fail once and twice 
Twelfth times in a row
Maybe tomorrow 
Maybe next time 
I’ll let you know 
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When will you come??..

When will you come
I ask the grey clouds 
About you
But they only meditate
They only hum 
When will you return
I ask the the howling rain
But it only shouts
Here’s my last drop 
I’m almost young
When will you approach the church or
The mosque you ruined with empty prayers 
Nothing is really being done
Take my only gun
My sharp pen 
With which I created a light in the heads of my future sons
Drink some artificial rum
Be like me
As innocent as a child can be after
Seeing  death angel so close 
To mother earth’s womb
I dare you to try and steal
What is left of my courage 
One of my seven  laughs
Just freeze wherever you are
And Count the endless souls 
Defending 
Protecting
Dying 
To make a way 
To the coming sun
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Rap..

A whole city 
Exits in my inner map
No classical music 
Is on
Only rap
Criticism 
Future plans
Trials devoted to mending what is left of humanity 
Attempts of filling that destroying gap
You can sit watch and clap
Or you can join 
The endless longest lap 
Reality will bite occasionally 
Handing you with a major traumatic slap 
But I’ll charge you with love
Citizenship in my soul is guaranteed 
With only one condition 
Unfold that false indifferent layer
Unwrap 
Unbox 
Set Free 
All that good in you 
Say you’re on my side
And I’ll become a beating heart in your thinking cap
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To all my s♥ns

One day 
Maybe today
Maybe now
Maybe it already happened
I’m gonna shrink to a size of a tenderly loving heart
To you 
Maybe I’ll seem as little as 
 a withering burden
To me you’ll always be the wind 
I waited for all my life 
To feel the movement of the ribbon of my still soul’s hat
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My reputation 

To Lyan who was killed in a terroristic attack  in Istanbul while 
celebrating the new year’s eve being only 17 in her death

My reputation was not for sale
Darling
I was never meant to be something to inhale for a moment 
Like one of your  pathetic cigarettes 
Throw and leave to die on your
Not respected trail
You were never approved  to take control of my boat and sail
I was meant to prevail 
As a flower 
With endless fragrant pureness 
My honest eyes were my vail
I’m not here anymore
But I will continue to send you mail
Check  continuously your empty dead black hearts
You’ll find me locking you in a cell of eternal burning jail
I was killed twice
By ignorance 
By your poisoned tongues
I do hear my own loving heart fail and fail
I’ll meet you there 
And I’ll watch my merciful God
Not accepting all of your devilishly excuses
How pale you’ll look
How truly pale
How alive I’ll look
I’m a legend yet to be told 
Yet to be heard
I will live my beautiful tale  In detail
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Tumor..

To endure your absence
I took too many antidotes
In vein
Then I went to a neurologist 
Take our mutual memories
Replace them with fake ones
Erase them with an earthly chain 
You have a tumor in your heart
He said
So I dragged myself to an oncologist 
Love is cancer
He said
It was created to remain 
When will I get over you
It’s our stars’ fault 
Unable to sustain
The longing 
I crawled to an astrologist 
My hands are tied 
He said
I’ll kneel and pray then 
To God
To join you soon
To stop the pain
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Oriental perfume

Oriental perfume
Is a rented room 
In a gigantic eastern castle
The magnetic scent of oud and Ambar 
Knocks on the door of the desert’s deserted chamber
Why did you wear this fragrance
What is it that you wanted us to assume
racism was already ordered 
To hang oxygen of peace
To inhale it all 
And all of it to consume 
Off with its head
Wake up best prince of the west!!
Humanity and brotherhood ties are almost dead
Even Alice 
locked the gates of wonderland
Dreams were shattered 
There is nothing left in hope’s valley but grey leaves and a 
lonely white plume 
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Musical notes..

Musical Notes he draws on her soul
Are  crystal stars in skies of fall
 seemingly  stable  yet so fragile 
Little torments  
can easily break them into tears
Don›t name it with forged titles as true love
Too casual and temporary to be it
Glad to be far of it all
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Inseparable
 
Don›t mean to be mean
Too frank
Too insensible ..
But
It is acknowledgeable..
That 
You would be lucky to be someone’s unfulfilled dream
 you gaze to some sky ...
You›re drawn into your own fantasy 
Unaware that you are ..
 already someone›s star..
All you hear is some sigh...
Coming out of the depth of
Someone unrecognizable....
Do the waves feel the fondness  of the air..
Touching with  that  transparent hand  With care..
The Extreme unspeakable feeling   
Taking over 
Much more of what it can bear..
Yet
It’s
Quite cautious in its blow
So as
Not to let you know 
Not bold enough 
Lacks the dare
To say 
You’re someone’s heart’s beat
 you›re someone›s everything 
And all you do is just standing there
Without a shred of acknowledgement 
The ground under you  has always lied for its so unreliable ..
Take care , 
Till the meeting  hopefully occurs 
Till you become a pair
 inseparable !!
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God’s shore…

You’re one utterance away from everything you have ever fought 
for 
I’ll be there
To unlock with you the ultimate door
Hand you with your best gamble’s profits
I promise you
Life is gonna be much less sore
Bring back your lost faith and 
Restore
“I bear witness there is no other shore but God’s “
Your sun has shone 
You’ve been reborn 
I free you from my debt
You have already paid my loan
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A dusted rain coat..

His favorite poet among all the colors
Managed to 
Depict
The intent 
Case of his heart
A Dusted rain coat 
Waiting for the drops of an honest friendly pat 
That is exactly what he really was
Will someone 
hint
To the time
He finally decided to kick off all the possibilities 
leave the whole world behind 
And take only the cat
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If only 

If  only I was a millionaire 
I would not just stand near you and glare 
I would catch you with my hearts’ Bare Hands..
Hold you with the essence of the perfect definition of care..
With all the love 
Oh... my best fairytale’s crown 
How could I dare to consider... 
I can only stare..
And then again 
..all the thoughts attacking 
Master of the thinkers
Wrote with you With his fingers Unimaginable things..
Things not meant to buy bread 
But only to be spread in beautiful minds’ synapses 
..Somewhere in the cortex ..in White and grey matter..
Or somewhere
So many wrote with your help in the purpose to live by the act 
of giving ..
Meaning only to share 
Aren’t you available for the notes of my inexcusable music dying 
to live in dignity in the blow of the wind
Hurting me with their thorns
Fighting To become someone’s valuable air
Weren’t the keys of you created
for pens like me 
Or Is it me being too dreamy 
Or is my Fantasy Only fair
How fair you are my lady 
How fair...
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About the writer: 

born as an Israeli Arab muslim and being exposed to the Israeli 
Palestinian conflict and to both cultures sharpened her pen and 
helped her write poems and other pieces of literature in three 
languages: Arabic , Hebrew and English since the age of ten.
  This is her third published book. For accessing all her publications  
and for  reading more of her work, you can visit her personal 
website: http://www.asilmansur.com.




